The Map Reduce paradigm is now considered a standard platform that is used for large-scale data processing and management. A major operation that the Map Reduce platform relies on greatly is tasks scheduling. Although many schedulers have been presented, task scheduling is still one of the major problems that face Map Reduce frameworks. Schedulers need to maintain data locality to achieve an acceptable performance by avoiding several data transmissions. Hence, in this paper, we propose a new scheduling algorithm named 'MTL' that utilises multi-threading principles. The MTL scheduler assigns a dedicated thread for each data block. Indeed, the multi-threading approach shows great results that make our MTL scheduler a scalable one that performs well. At the same time, it maintains the locality property. During the evaluation of the MTL scheduler performance, two main factors were taken into consideration; the simulation time and the energy consumption. The MTL scheduler is then compared with other existing schedulers such as FIFO, matchmaking, and delay schedulers. The MTL scheduler showed favourable results and proved its advantages over other existing schedulers.
Introduction
Recently, an explosion in the amount of data has been observed. This is due to the huge amounts of data that are produced on a daily basis; in 2012 the world was estimated to produce about 2.5 Exabytes of data on a daily basis (Mcafee and Brynjolfsson, 2012) . Studies show an increasing trend in data production as well. One study (Villars et al., 2011) , for example, estimates 7 Zettabytes of data to be generated in the year 2014. There are many factors that contribute to the production of such amounts of data. At the top of these factors is the prevalent use of electronic devices such as computers, sensors networks, and smart phones, as well as the use of social communication sites such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc. in everyday activities. Indeed, such social communication sites are considered to be the main contributor of most of this huge amount of data.
Much research has been performed in the past few years tackling this huge amount of data problem. Accordingly, many platforms, architectures, algorithms, etc. were introduced to handle such problem. They concentrated on finding novel solutions that could handle such problems in a suitable manner. Hence, the big data term comes to life. The big data term is currently used to represent such huge and complex datasets that no traditional data processing systems can handle efficiently. Big data according to McKinsey (Manyika et al., 2011) refers to "datasets whose sizes are beyond the ability of typical database software tools to capture, store, manage and analyze". Big data needs new technologies that are able to extract value from those datasets; such processed data might be used in other fields such as artificial intelligence and data mining. According to IBM (Statchuk and Rope, 2013) big data consists of three attributes: variety, volume and velocity. Variety means that the produced data are different in type; it can be digits, texts, audios, videos, log files, or any other type. All these accumulate huge amounts of data. The second attribute is the volume where the data that will be analysed are too huge; they might reach hundreds or thousands of terabytes. The third attribute is the velocity where processing and analysing data must be done in a fast manner to extract value of data in an appropriate time. All of the above characteristics drive for developing new methodologies to deal with such huge amounts of data. So, comes to existence the term 'big data management'.
Big data management deals with many aspects including, but not limited to, organising, administering, governing, and prioritising of this data regardless whether the data is structured or unstructured. This big data management ensures presenting the data in a very high quality for subsequent uses for wide range of users, systems, organisations, applications, as well as for business intelligence processes and big data analytics. There are several prominent technologies that have become widespread in big data operations. Examples of these include cloud computing, distributed systems, data warehouse, Hadoop, and Map Reduce. These technologies tend to produce huge amounts of data. Such data needs to be handled and processed in an appropriate manner. Usually, they are distributed among large-scale clusters in order to be utilised. Furthermore, handling these clusters requires the use of highly optimised schedulers with a constraint that they should guarantee high level of availability, high cluster utilisation, data locality, and scalability. The integration of big data management with many data generators become a vital issue to maintain an efficient data processing (Quwaider and Jararweh, 2015; Rindos et al., 2014) .
Map Reduce is one such framework that was proposed to handle the problem of big data management. Map Reduce framework suffers from many drawbacks that severely hinder the data management efficiency and performance. Such drawbacks are related to the Map Reduce task scheduling techniques, as will be discussed in the following section. These problems in scheduling techniques require some amendment; especially in the task scheduling process in order to obtain more cluster utilisation, as well as other factors that affect the performance of the whole system. Hence, a scalable scheduler to face these kinds of problems is needed.
The contribution of this paper can be summarised as follows. It aims to enhance overall system performance through a newly proposed scheduler. This new scheduler aims to speed up the system by proposing a new enhanced approach in scheduling different tasks. It also improves cluster utilisation by dividing the cluster into blocks. Moreover, it improves system scheduling by using multi-threading scheduling. It also improves data locality by using fair share method for each block. And finally it reduces the amount of energy used for cluster operations.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 explains our proposed scheduling algorithm (MTL). In Section 4, we show our experimental results. Finally, we conclude our work and draw some future highlights in Section 5.
Background and related work
Many prominent technologies have become widespread in big data operations. These include distributed systems, cloud computing, data warehouse, Hadoop, Map Reduce, among others. Distributed systems are those systems that are used to distribute tasks on multiple computers which are connected through networks. These tasks are processed in parallel to achieve better performance while reducing cost. A data warehouse is a special database that is designed for reporting and storing vast amounts of structured data. It uses different technologies such as extract, transform, and load (ETL) to upload data from operational stores.
Hadoop is an open source software framework produced by apache to handle huge datasets through distributed systems. Hadoop also uses Map Reduce framework (Liao et al., 2013) . It is usually decomposed into two main components: Hadoop distributed file systems 'HDFS' and Map Reduce framework. MapReduce is a software framework introduced by Google for processing large amounts of data in a parallel manner (Dean and Ghemawat, 2004) . It is mainly based on massive parallel computing model that exploits the massive computing infrastructure available to tackle the major big data issues. Map Reduce framework provides a set of features such as: user defined functions, automatic parallelisation and distribution, fault tolerance, and high availability by data replicating. A Map Reduce framework follows master/slave technique where job tracker is responsible for scheduling, monitoring, and re-executing failed tasks on slave machines. Task tracker is responsible for processing tasks that have been assigned by the job tracker.
As illustrated in the previous paragraphs, all of these technologies produce huge amounts of data. This data is a result of several diverse jobs, which usually share large-scale computing clusters. Consequently, this data needs to be processed in a specialised manner. A major step in this specialised processing of the data is scheduling (Zonghua and Haibin, 2014; Sotiriadis et al., 2013) . Unless the scheduling process is not optimised, dealing with this quantity of data will not yield a positive outcome which will enhance the system utilisation as a whole. Examples of such good outcomes are: high availability, high cluster utilisation, fairness, data locality (computation near to its input data), scalability, etc. Such factors make it difficult to achieve an efficient scheduling model. There are many techniques that are currently used for scheduling tasks in the Map Reduce framework, namely (Rao and Reddy, 2011) .
First input first output, or 'FIFO'. FIFO scheduler 'default Hadoop' attempts to increase data locality (Rao and Reddy, 2011) . FIFO processes the first job submitted then the following jobs subsequently. In this criterion, the jobs are processed by order of arrival as first come first severe. In this algorithm, a slave node has free map slots. Once a heartbeat is sent, the FIFO scheduler checks local map tasks in the first job and accordingly assigns it to those free map slots. If the slave node does not have data locality, then the scheduler assigns only one non-local map task for this node during that heartbeat interval.
The drawback of this method is that it is impossible for the scheduled tasks to be from another job for the current node. In other words, the node does not get a fair chance to process the data locality. Another disadvantage of the FIFO scheduler happens when running a small job on a large cluster. This results in low data locality. The following example illustrates this second disadvantage. Suppose that you want to run a job from ten map tasks on a cluster of 200 nodes, every map task needs input data, so, the job needs ten input data. If every input data exists on individual node, then the job can be processed in ten nodes, and every input data has two replicas on different nodes. As a result the number of nodes that contain input data reaches to 30 nodes at maximum. So, low data localities are achieved as a result of the 170 nodes to be processed without local input data. Another type of Map Reduce scheduler is the fair share scheduler. Fair share scheduler gives every job a fair share of the cluster over a respected time slot. This time slot is predefined in order to prevent any greedy jobs from resources reserving (Zaharia et al., 2009) .
A third type of Map Reduce schedulers is the matchmaking scheduler. Matchmaking scheduler (He et al., 2011) gives every slave node a chance to process local tasks; it gives every job a fair share of the cluster over a respected time slot. This time slot is predefined in order to prevent any greedy jobs from withholding resources. The main idea in this algorithm is to allow nodes to process local tasks from another job in the queue. Hence, this scheduler does not consider the job's order important. In other words, when a scheduler does not find a local task in the first job, the scheduler searches the other jobs to find a local map task for that node. If the node does not find a local task at the current heartbeat, no non-local task will be assigned, which gives more fairness. In the second cycle, if a node still does not find more local tasks for the free slots, and in order to avoid starvation, the scheduler will assign only one non-local map task to the node that has free slots in every heartbeat interval. When a new job arrives, the Matchmaking scheduler will clear all markers on the nodes and start from the beginning for every new arriving job, because the new job tasks may exist in marked nodes. Although this algorithm has an advantage of improving data locality, it also contains a disadvantage in the execution time such as the absence of non-local task assignment until new heartbeat is obtained. Hence, more time will be taken with large clusters. Moreover, another disadvantage appears when new jobs arrive; the scheduler will clear all markers and start from the beginning.
Another type of Map Reduce scheduler is the capacity scheduler (Verma et al., 2012) . Capacity scheduler makes partitions for the resources and divides them into multiple pools with a dedicated job queue for each pool. The authors of this scheduler observed that the order of the executing jobs has an impact on all execution times for all jobs. So, they try to concentrate more on ordering jobs to achieve the best system performance. Balanced pool uses Johnson's algorithm (Verma et al., 2012 ) that has optimal scheduling for two-stage problems such as Map and Reduce scheduling. One more type of Map Reduce scheduler is the dynamic priority scheduler (Polo et al., 2009 ). This scheduler uses parallel scheduling. Parallel scheduling means that this scheduler uses one of the previously mentioned schedulers with a priority condition. This condition differs from algorithm to another, but most priority algorithms use job deadline, pricing, or other thresholds (Polo et al., 2009) .
A final type of Map Reduce scheduler to be discussed is the delay scheduler. The delay scheduler (Rao and Reddy, 2011) was proposed to solve the problems that appeared in the basic FIFO scheduler. It gives every job a fair share of the cluster over a specific time slot. This time slot is predefined in order to prevent any greedy jobs from resources reserving. The main idea in the delay algorithm is when a node sends heartbeat to request a map task, it checks if the first job cannot process the local task, and it delays the job and processes the next one accordingly. Maximum delay time (MDT) (maximum time that stops processing a job) is used to avoid job starvation. This algorithm solves the problems that appear in FIFO; however, it creates several new problems:
The first problem is that the delay algorithm does not perform well when the map slots are freed slowly (map slots need more time to process map tasks). The second problem appears when the delay scheduler cannot find a local task in a node; it instead assigns multiple non-local tasks to that node if it has multiple free slots in that heartbeat. Thus, this algorithm -in some cases -performs worse than the basic FIFO scheduler. To emphasise, every scheduler mentioned above has its disadvantages. For example, in the FIFO scheduler, small jobs have a problem in waiting for large job processing. FIFO also does not respect data locality for jobs that are needed in Map Reduce scheduling framework. Fair share scheduler demands more time for job scheduling in a context switch between jobs. Matchmaking scheduler contains a disadvantage in the execution time, such as the absence of non-local task assignment until new heartbeat is obtained. This results in taking more time with large clusters. Another disadvantage appears when new jobs arrive; the scheduler will clear all markers and start from the beginning. This will result in lots of jobs that are arriving such as Facebook framework.
Moreover, capacity scheduler does not respect data locality. The dynamic priority scheduler is skewed to achieve special goals. Hence, this scheduler does not respect data locality either. And finally, the delay scheduler does not perform well when the map slots are freed slowly (map slots need more time to process map tasks). Another problem appears when the delay scheduler cannot find a local task in a node.
It is worth mentioning here that many other schedulers exist in the literature. Most of these schedulers suffer from the same problems as discussed for all of the above mentioned schedulers. For example, Xie et al. (2013) proposed a new scheduler that estimates execution time and prefetching input data before assigning new tasks for computing nodes. This algorithm proposes a new shuffle schema to improve system performance. The predicate scheduler (another name for prefetching scheduler) depends on predicting data blocks and forwards it to tasks that need it. The prediction module predicts three types of information:
1 finish time for current tasks 2 waiting tasks to be assigned to slave node 3 time duration for waiting tasks.
This algorithm has good results, especially in reducing input data transfers. Xiangping et al. (2013) present an interference-aware Map Reduce task scheduling strategy to mitigate interference and keep task data locality. The strategy includes a scheduling policy based on a task performance prediction model, and an adaptive delay scheduling algorithm for data locality improvement. LiPS system is introduced in Ehsan et al. (2013) and promises a cost-efficient data and task co-scheduler for MapReduce in a cloud environment using linear programming technique. A hierarchical Map Reduce scheduler for hybrid data centres is presented in Sharma et al. (2013) . It accompanies task scheduling in integrated virtualised and non-virtualised environments. The above discussion about different schedulers and their shortcomings and disadvantages motivates us to come up with a new scheduler that avoids many of the aforementioned disadvantages and at the same time produce the results in a very efficient manner. Thus, the multi-threading locality (MTL) scheduler was created.
The following section provides a detailed description of the MTL scheduler.
Proposed approach: MTL scheduler
Our goal is to improve the overall performance of the Map Reduce system and to solve the problems discussed in the previous sections. Hence, a multi-level management approach is used for the clusters. In particular, we use a multi-threading approach in building our own scheduler which is called multi-threading locality scheduler, and abbreviated as MTL.
As is clear from the Map Reduce methodology name, it deals with the big data management in two phases; the map phase, as well as the reduce phase. Figure 1 illustrates the Map Reduce process, both the map phase and the reduce phase. It is important to mention that since all the processing that involves the work of the schedulers is done in the map phase, we limit this paper to deal with this phase only.
In our proposed approach in building the new scheduler, a multi-threading approach is used which is responsible for scheduling clusters. For each thread, there is a special block in which to search for data locality. Using a multi-threading approach, a good performance is achieved, especially with large clusters that are exposed to intensive jobs that vary in size (Althebyan et al., 2014) .
In our proposed scheduling algorithm MTL, each cluster is divided into N blocks. Each block contains a number of commodity machines to process and store input data. Each block is scheduled by a special thread that schedules the jobs in the wait queue. Once a new job arrives to the cluster, the Map Reduce scheduler contacts the namenode to determine the rack that includes the largest proportion of data locality tasks for this job (Althebyan et al., 2014) .
When any job needs to be processed, the threads start searching in their block nodes for a local map task, where each thread takes information about current tasks and starts searching in its blocks. Once a thread finds local data for this task, it immediately notifies other threads to stop searching for this task and starts searching for one of the remaining tasks. If no threads are able to find any more local tasks, the threads start in assigning non-local map tasks for each node in the block for this heartbeat.
MTL differs from other schedulers in dealing with the synchronisations of block scheduling, through using multi-threaded scheduling. Hence, our proposed scheduler, MTL, has the significant advantage of reducing scheduling time, especially, in case of having large clusters with large number of tasks. Moreover, our MTL scheduler shows improvement over the other existing schedulers in solving the data locality problem by multi searching using multi-threading.
In our MTL scheduler, we have the following assumptions:
• Numbers of nodes are divided into multiple racks; each rack is divided into N blocks.
• T is denoted to represent the number of threads. Since there is one thread for each block then (N = T) where N = number of blocks.
So, the MTL scheduling algorithm can be summarised to work as follows:
• The global thread contacts Namenode to retrieve information about a job to determine which rack is needed.
• At this moment, the wait queue will be ready.
• For each job in the waiting queue, each task will be processed in two levels: a Process all local map tasks: all threads start searching for the same assigned task. Each thread searches in its block nodes. Once one thread finds local data for the task, it notifies all other threads to stop searching for this task and moves to the next task. In case this task is not found by any thread, the task is kept without processing and the algorithm then proceeds to level 2 for processing non-local map tasks. b Process only one non-local map task for each node that has free slots in the given heartbeat interval. (1) fork (1) fork (1) (Jararweh et al., 2013) 
A working example scenario
Suppose that there is a cluster with nine nodes. This cluster is divided into three blocks where each block contains three nodes. Figure 3 illustrates the details of this example. Each job in the job queue consists of three tasks; each task has a square with a special colour that identifies the data map of the task. Each node has to map two map slots which are represented as a frame with a special colour. The mission of the proposed algorithm is to match each square task in the job queue with the same colour from the frame tasks in the map slots to achieve high data locality. At the beginning of each block, there exists a thread (responsible for scheduling tasks) to map slots for their blocks only.
From Figure 4 , each thread takes information about current data needed by the task (in this example colour of task), and starts searching in their nodes. Once a thread finds locality for the task in a specific node, the thread assigns this task to that node which contains its data. The thread then notifies other threads to stop searching for that task. Figure 4 illustrates the overall process, where thread1 finds data locality for task1 (blue square) in the first node from first block, then all threads move to second task (red square) and start searching locally. The second task is found by thread1 (red square), and the third task (orange square) is found by thread3. The process continues like this until all tasks are taken care of. Hence, fulfilling the job is processed in three movements, due to number of tasks in that job. This example illustrates our proposed algorithm with a small numbers of nodes and tasks. Multi-threading system has management overhead, however, we proved with real experiments with large number of nodes and tasks the scalability of our proposed algorithm. Furthermore, we prove in the conducted simulation that the management overhead has little effect, with noticeable performance improvement. 
Simulation and experimental results

Simulation environment
In order to prove the superiority of our proposed scheduler MTL over other existing schedulers we run a simulation for the proposed MapReduce framework. The conducted simulation uses the map phase only, where the scheduler is used to schedule the map phase without any change in the reduce phase. For this simulation, we used the CloudExp simulator that . For our Map Reduce system, we need to use some of the CloudExp characteristics such as scalability to prove the advantage of the MTL scheduler as well as the improvements that will be achieved by the scheduler. In this simulation, every host is connected to its own storage using the same ID. The host specification is fully described in Table 1 where every host has one virtual machine. The hosts are divided among a number of blocks. Moreover, the tasks are divided among a number of jobs where each task has several properties as it is explained in Table 2 . Table 1 Host properties
Item Description
Host ID ID (0-number of hosts)
Storage capacity 1 TB MIPS for CPU 1,024
Memory capacity 2 GB
Network bandwidth 10 Mbps
Virtual machine scheduler Space shared The following parameters will be used in the simulation.
Here is a brief description of each parameter:
• No_Block: special for the MTL scheduler. It determines number of threads that searches for data locality.
• No_Host: the number of nodes that will be used for this experiment.
• No_File: the number of files that contain data for tasks and will be spread among nodes.
• No_Job: the number of jobs that come from different users.
• No_Task: the number of tasks that need to be executed. The number of tasks is distributed among the jobs randomly.
Simulation results
Before running the simulation, we need to make sure that our MTL scheduler has the best choice for where to start searching for each thread. The MTL scheduler starts all threads from the first job in the job queue. An alternative approach that can be suggested is to start all threads at the same time while starting each thread for a different job. Figure 5 and Figure 6 illustrate this situation.
To make sure that we have the right choice in our MTL scheduler (starting all the threads for the same job), we test the MTL scheduler considering two scenarios: one scenario considering all threads start searching from the same place on the same job, and another scenario considering all threads start searching from different places on different jobs. Two experiments were conducted considering 1,000 and 10,000 jobs. Figure 8 show that starting the search from one place has better simulation time than starting the search from three places (considering three threads). Both figures show consistent results which support that the MTL scheduler performs better when starting the search for all threads for the same job. This also makes the conclusion that different places need more management overhead. As a result, the proposed algorithm MTL starts searching from one place which is the beginning of the wait queue, and all searcher threads search for the same job.
In our simulation, we need to show the performance of our proposed scheduler MTL and compare it with the performance of other existing schedulers. To this end, we run the MTL scheduler against other schedulers, specifically, FIFO scheduler, matchmaking scheduler, and the delay scheduler. The conducted comparisons consider two factors: the simulation time factor, and the energy consumption of nodes factor. Different values for the parameters have been conducted. These values vary from small values of nodes and tasks to large numbers. All results shown prove the scalability of the proposed MTL scheduler, and hence, the superiority of the MTL scheduler over other existing schedulers.
10,000 tasks experiment
We noticed from different experiments that data locality cannot be considered as a distinguishing factor because with small numbers of tasks most of the algorithms have 100% data locality. Although the percentage of data locality is not 100% in most cases, it will still be 100% for the matchmaking algorithm and the delay algorithm. So, we use simulation time and energy consumption as our main comparison criteria to compare between algorithms. Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the behaviour of all algorithms with 10,000 tasks in terms of simulation time and energy consumption respectively. Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the behaviour of all algorithms with 100,000 tasks in terms of simulation time and energy consumption, respectively. In the 100,000 tasks experiment, huge number of tasks is used to simulate the big data behaviour. Our MTL scheduler achieves the best values, which gives it a promising future in big data processing. In fact, the 100,000 tasks experiment clearly proves that the MTL scheduler is a scalable one. It achieves good results in simulation time which in turn is reflected on the energy consumption. Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the advantage of our proposed algorithm, where MTL takes about 90,000 s to process its map tasks. Whereas all other methods take over 120,000 s to process their maps tasks, which is a huge save in simulation time.
100,000 tasks experiment
Figure 12
Energy consumption for 100,000 tasks
Figure 13
Simulation time for 10,000; 50,000 and 100,000 tasks (see online version for colours)
From the above results, we can observe the scalability of our proposed MTL scheduler, where there is a positive relationship between infrastructure and the MTL scheduler. In fact, increasing the infrastructure results in better results in terms of both simulation time and power consumptions for the MTL scheduler when compared to other schedulers. In Figure 13 and Figure 14 , the scalability of the MTL scheduler is clearly observed when compared to matchmaking, delay, and FIFO schedulers, considering both the simulation time and the energy consumption. Table 3 summarises the improvement percentages of the proposed algorithm MTL over other considered schedulers. It is noticeable from the above table that the MTL scheduler achieves better results than matchmaking by about 24%, about 27% over the delay, and about 45% over the FIFO in 10,000 tasks. One can also notice that the improvement percentages tend to increase with increasing the number of tasks. The improvements rise to achieve about 35% over matchmaking, about 36% over delay, and about 50% over FIFO in 100,000 tasks.
It can be further concluded that increasing the number of tasks will result in more improvements in the MTL scheduler in terms of both the simulation time and the energy consumption. This will be also reflected on increasing the percentages of the improvements of the MTL scheduler over all the other considered schedulers especially the matchmaking scheduler.
Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we proposed a new scheduler for meeting the explosion in the amount of data that it generated from different users all the time. The new algorithm is used for job scheduling in Map Reduce systems. The proposed scheduler is named multi-threading locality, or MTL scheduler.
The proposed scheduler is based on multi-threading principles, where the infrastructure is divided into a number of blocks. Each block is scheduled by a special dedicated thread where this scheduling is achieved in a synchronous time. When a job comes to the system, each thread takes information about the task and starts searching for locality in their blocks.
To test our proposed MTL scheduler, we build a Map Reduce system using CloudExp simulator in Java language. The conducted experiments show that our proposed scheduler achieves better results when compared with other existing schedulers such as FIFO, delay, and matchmaking in terms of both simulation time and energy consumption. The experiments also show that the proposed MTL scheduler's enhancement is about 29% over matchmaking on average, about 31% over delay, and about 47% over FIFO algorithm.
The experiments proved that the proposed MTL scheduler is fast enough in its operation, and has enough scalability of infrastructure to keep pace with the rapid growth of data.
As future directions, we intend to leverage from visualisation principle by applying the MTL scheduler on multiple virtual machines on physical nodes, and then compare such results with ones produced from applying our algorithm on physical nodes. We also intend to implement the proposed scheduling algorithm MTL in real Hadoop clusters with real big data such as with the Facebook social network. This will further prove the speed and scalability that is accomplished by the MTL scheduler.
